We describe a system which enhances the experience of museum visits by providing users with language-technology-based information retrieval capabilities. The system consists of a cross-lingual search engine, augmented by state of the art semantic expansion technology, specifically designed for the domain of the museum (history and archaeology of Israel). We discuss the technology incorporated in the system, its adaptation to the specific domain and its contribution to cultural heritage appreciation.
Introduction
Museum visits are enriching experiences: they provide stimulation to the senses, and through them to the mind. But the experience does not have to end when the visit ends: further exploration of the artifacts and their influence on the visitor is possible after the visit, either on location or elsewhere. One common means of exploration is Information Retrieval (IR) via a Search Engine. For example, a museum could implement a search engine over a collection of documents relating to the topics exhibited in the museum.
However, such document collections are usually much smaller than general collections, in particular the World Wide Web. Consequently, phenomena inherent to natural languages may severely hamper the performance of human language technology when applied to small collections. One such phenomenon is the semantic variability of natural languages, the ability to express a specific meaning in many different ways. For example, the expression "Archaeologists found a new tomb" can be expressed also by "Archaeologists discovered a tomb" or "A sarcophagus was dug up by Egyptian Researchers". On top of monolingual variability, the same information can also be expressed in different languages. Ignoring natural language variability may result in lower recall of relevant documents for a given query, especially in small document collections.
This paper describes a system that attempts to cope with semantic variability through the use of state of the art human language technology. The system provides both semantic expansion and cross lingual IR (and presentation of information) in the domain of archaeology and history of Israel. It was specifically developed for the Hecht Museum in Haifa, Israel, which contains a small but unique collection of artifacts in this domain. The system provides different users with different capabilities, bridging over language divides; it addresses semantic variation in novel ways; and it thereby complements the visit to the museum with long-lasting instillation of information.
The main component of the system is a domainspecific search engine that enables users to specify queries and retrieve information pertaining to the domain of the museum. The engine is enriched by linguistic capabilities which embody an array of means for addressing semantic variation. Queries are expanded using two main techniques: semantic expansion based on textual entailment; and cross-lingual expansion based on translation of Hebrew queries to English and vice versa. Retrieved documents are presented as links with associated snippets; the system also translates snippets from Hebrew to English.
The main contribution of this work is, of course, the system itself, which was recently demonstrated successfully at the museum and which we believe could be useful to a variety of museum visitor types, from children to experts. For example, the system provides Hebrew speakers access to English documents pertaining to the domain of the museum, and vice versa, thereby expanding the availability of multilingual material to museum visitors. More generally, it is an instance of adaptation of state of the art human language technology to the domain of cultural heritage appreciation, demonstrating how general resources and tools are adapted to a specific domain, thereby improving their accuracy and usability. Finally, it provides a test-bed for evaluating the contribution of language technology in general, as well as specific components and resources, to a large-scale natural language processing system.
Background and Motivation
Internet search is hampered by the complexity of natural languages. The two main characteristics of this complexity are ambiguity and variability: the former refers to the fact that a given text can be interpreted in more than one way; the latter indicates that the same meaning can be linguistically expressed in several ways. The two phenomena make simple search techniques too weak for unsophisticated users, as existing search engines perform only direct keyword matching, with very limited linguistic processing of the texts they retrieve.
Specifically, IR systems that do not address the variability in languages may suffer from lower recall, especially in restricted domains and small document locations. We next describe two prominent types of variability that we think should be addressed in IR systems.
Textual Entailment and Entailment Rules
In many NLP applications, such as Question Answering (QA), Information Extraction (IE) and Information Retrieval (IR), it is crucial to recognize that a specific target meaning can be inferred from different text variants. For example, a QA system needs to induce that "Mendelssohn wrote incidental music" can be inferred from "Mendelssohn composed incidental music" in order to answer the question "Who wrote incidental music?". This type of reasoning has been identified as a core semantic inference task by the generic textual entailment framework Bar-Haim et al., 2006) .
The typical way to address variability in IR is to use lexical query expansion (Lytinen et al., 2000; Zukerman and Raskutti, 2002) . However, there are variability patterns that cannot be described using just constant phrase to phrase entailment. Another important type of knowledge representation is entailment rules and paraphrases. An entailment rule is a directional relation between two templates, text patterns with variables, e.g., 'X compose Y → X write Y '. The left hand side is assumed to entail the right hand side in certain contexts, under the same variable instantiation. Paraphrases can be viewed as bidirectional entailment rules. Such rules capture basic inferences in the language, and are used as building blocks for more complex entailment inference. For example, given the above entailment rule, a QA system can identify the answer "Mendelssohn" in the above example. This need sparked intensive research on automatic acquisition of paraphrase and entailment rules.
Although knowledge-bases of entailment-rules and paraphrases learned by acquisition algorithms were used in other NLP applications, such as QA (Lin and Pantel, 2001; Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002) and IE (Sudo et al., 2003; Romano et al., 2006) , to the best of our knowledge the output of such algorithms was never applied to IR before.
Cross Lingual Information Retrieval
The difficulties caused by variability are amplified when the user is not a native speaker of the language in which the retrieved texts are written. For example, while most Israelis can read English documents, fewer are comfortable with the specification of English queries. In a museum setting, some visitors may be able to read Hebrew documents but still be relatively poor at searching for them. Other visitors may be unable to read Hebrew texts, but still benefit from non-textual information that are contained in Hebrew documents (e.g., pictures, maps, audio and video files, external links, etc.) This problem is addressed by the paradigm of Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval (CLIR). This paradigm has become a very active research area in recent years, addressing the needs of multilingual and non-English speaking communities, such as the European Union, East-Asian nations and Spanish speaking communities in the US (Hull and Grefenstette, 1996; Ballesteros and Croft, 1997; Carbonell et al., 1997) . The common approach for CLIR is to translate a query in a source language to another target language and then issue the translated query to retrieve target language documents. As explained above, CLIR research has to address various generic problems caused by the variability and ambiguity of natural languages, as well as specific problems related to the particular languages being addressed.
Coping with Semantic Variability in IR
We describe a search engine that is capable of performing: (a) semantic English information retrieval; and (b) cross-lingual (Hebrew-English and EnglishHebrew) information retrieval, allowing users to pose queries in either of the two languages and retrieve documents in both. This is achieved by two sub-processes of the search engine: first, the engine performs shallow semantic linguistic inference and supports the retrieval of documents which contain phrases that imply the meaning of the translated query, even when no exact match of the translated keywords is found. This is enabled by automatic acquisition of semantic variability patterns that are frequent in the language, which extend traditional lexical query expansion techniques. Second, the engine translates the original or expanded query to the target language, based on several linguistic processes and a machine readable bilingual dictionary. The result is a semantic expansion of a given query to a variety of alternative wordings in which an answer to this query may be expressed in the target language of the retrieved documents.
These enhancements are facilitated via a specification of the domain. As our system is specifically designed to work in the domain of the history and archaeology, we could focus our attention on resources and tools that are dedicated to this domain. Thus, for example, lexicons and dictionaries, whose preparation is always costly and time consuming, were developed with the specific domain in mind; and textual entailment and paraphrase patterns were extracted for the specific domain. While the resulting system is focused on visiting the Hecht Museum, the methodology which we used and discuss here can be adapted to other areas of cultural heritage, as well as to other narrow domains, in the same way.
Setting Up a Basic Retrieval Application
We created a basic retrieval system in two steps: first, we collected relevant documents; then, we implemented a search engine over the collected documents.
In order to construct a local corpus, an archaeology expert searched the Web for relevant sites and pages. We then downloaded all the documents linked from those pages using a crawler. The expert looked for documents in both English and Hebrew. In total, we collected a non-comparable bilingual corpus for Archaeology containing several thousand documents in English and Hebrew.
We implemented our enhanced retrieval modules on top of the basic Jakarta Lucene indexing and search engine 1 . All documents were indexed using Lucene, but instead of inflected words, we indexed the lemma of each word (see detailed description of our Hebrew lemmatization in Section 3.3). In order to match the indexed terms, query terms (either Hebrew or English) were also lemmatized before the index was searched, in a manner similar to lemmatizing the documents.
Query Expansion Using Entailment Rules
As described in Section 2.1, entailment rules had not been used as a knowledge resource for expanding IR queries, prior to our work. In this paper we use this resource instead of the typical lexical expansion in order to test its benefit. Most entailment rules capture relations between different predicates. We thus focus on documents retrieved for queries that contain a predicate over one or two entities, which we term here Relational IR. We would like to retrieve only documents that describe an occurrence of that predicate, but possibly in words different than the ones used in the query. In this section we describe in detail how we learn entailment rules and how we apply them in query expansion.
Automatically Learning Entailment Rules from the Web Many algorithms for automatically learning paraphrases and entailment rules have been explored in recent years (Lin and Pantel, 2001; Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002; Shinyama et al., 2002; Barzilay and Lee, 2003; Sudo et al., 2003; Szpektor et al., 2004; Satoshi, 2005) . In this paper we use TEASE (Szpektor et al., 2004) , a stateof-the-art unsupervised acquisition algorithm for lexical-syntactic entailment rules.
TEASE acquires entailment relations for a given input template from the Web. It first retrieves from the Web sentences that match the input template. From these sentences it extracts the variable instantiations, termed anchor-sets, which are identified as being characteristic for the input template based on statistical criteria.
Next, TEASE retrieves from the Web sentences that contain the extracted anchor-sets. The retrieved sentences are parsed and the anchors found in each sentence are replaced with their corresponding variables. Finally, from this retrieved corpus of parsed sentences, templates that are assumed to entail or be entailed by the input template are learned. The learned templates are ranked by the number of occurrences they were learned from.
Entailment Rules for Domain Specific Query Expansion
Our goal is to use the knowledge-base of entailment rules learned by TEASE in order to perform query expansion. The two subtasks that arise are: (a) acquiring an appropriate knowledge-base of rules; and (b) expanding a query given such a knowledge-base. TEASE learns entailment rules for a given input template. As our document collection is domain specific, a list of such relevant input templates can be prepared. In our case, we used an archaeology expert to generate a list of verbs and verb phrases that relate to archaeology, such as: 'excavate', 'invade', 'build', 'reconstruct', 'grow' and 'be located in'. We then executed TEASE on each of the templates representing these verbs in order to learn from the Web rules in which the input templates participate. An example for such rules is presented in Table 1. We learned approximately 3900 rules for 80 input templates.
Since TEASE learns lexical-syntactic rules, we need a syntactic representation of the query. We parse each query using the Minipar dependency parser (Lin, 1998) . We next try to match the left hand side template of every rule in the learned knowledge-base. Since TEASE does not identify the direction of the relation learned between two templates, we try both directional rules that are induced from a learned relation. Whenever a match is found, a new query is generated, in which the constant terms of the matched left hand side template are replaced with the constant terms of the right hand side template. For example, given the query "excavations of Jerusalem by archaeologists" and a learned rule 'excavation of Y by X → X dig in Y ', a new query is generated, containing the terms 'archaeologists dig in Jerusalem'. Finally, we retrieve all the documents that contain all the terms of at least one of the expanded queries (including the original query). The basic search engine provides a score for each document. We re-score each document as the sum of scores it obtained from the different queries that it matched. Figure 1 shows an example of our query expansion, where the first retrieved documents do not contain the words used to describe the predicate in the query, but other ways to describe it.
All the templates learned by TEASE contain two variables, and thus the rules that are learned can only be applied to queries that contain predicates over two terms. In order to broaden the coverage of the learned rules, we automatically generate also all the partial templates of a learned template. These are templates that contain just one of variables in the original template. We then generate rules between these partial templates that correspond to the original rules. With partial templates/rules, expansion for the query in Figure 1 becomes possible.
Cross-lingual IR
Until very recently, linguistic resources for Hebrew were few and far between (Wintner, 2004) . The last few years, however, have seen a proliferation of resources and tools for this language. In this work we utilize a relatively large-scale lexicon of over 22,000 entries (Itai et al., 2006) ; a finite-state based morphological analyzer of Hebrew that is directly linked to the lexicon (Yona and Wintner, 2007) ; a mediumsize bilingual dictionary of some 24,000 word pairs; and a rudimentary Hebrew to English machine translation system (Lavie et al., 2004) . All these resources had to be adapted to the domain of the Hecht museum.
Cross-lingual language technology is utilized in Figure 1 : Semantic expansion example. Note that the expanded queries that were generated in the first two retrieved texts (listed under 'matched query') do not contain the original query.
three different components of the system: Hebrew documents are morphologically processed to provide better indexing; query terms in English are translated to Hebrew and vice versa; and Hebrew snippets are translated to English. We discuss each of these components in this section.
Linguistically-aware indexing
The correct level of indexing for morphologically-rich language has been a matter of some debate in the information retrieval literature. When Arabic is concerned, Darwish and Oard (2002) conclude that "Character ngrams or lightly stemmed words were found to typically yield near-optimal retrieval effectiveness". Since Hebrew is even more morphologically (and orthographically) ambiguous than Arabic, and especially in light of the various prefix particles which can be attached to Hebrew words, we opted for full morphological analysis of Hebrew documents before they are indexed, followed by indexing on the lexeme. We use the HAMSAH morphological analyzer (Yona and Wintner, 2007) , which was recently rewritten in Java and is therefore more portable and efficient (Wintner, 2007) . We processed the entire domain specific corpus described above and used the resulting lexemes to index documents. This preprocessing brought to the foreground several omissions of the analyzer, mostly due to domain-specific terms missing in the lexicon. We selected the one thousand most frequent words with no morphological analysis and added their lexemes to the lexicon. While we do not have quantitative evaluation metrics, the coverage of the system improved in a very evident way.
Query translation When users submit a query in one language they are provided with the option to request a translation of the query to the other language, thereby retrieving documents in the other language. The motivation behind this capability is that users who may be able to read documents in a language may find the specification of queries in that language too challenging; also, retrieving documents in a foreign language may be useful due to the non-textual information in the retrieved documents, especially in a museum environment.
In order to support cross-lingual query specification we capitalized on a medium-size bilingual dictionary that was already used for Hebrew to English machine translation. Since the coverage of the dictionary was rather limited, and many domainspecific items were missing, we chose the one thousand most frequent lexemes which had no transla- tions and translated them manually, augmenting the lexicon with missing Hebrew lexemes where necessary and expanding the bilingual dictionary to cover this domain. In order to translate query terms we use the Hebrew English dictionary also as an English-Hebrew dictionary. While this is known to be sub-optimal, our current results support such an adaptation in lieu of dedicated directional bilingual dictionaries.
Translating a query from one language to another may introduce ambiguity where none exists. For example, the query term spinh 'vessel' is unambiguous in Hebrew, but once translated into English will result in retrieving documents on both senses of the English word. Usually, this problem is overcome since users tend to specify multi-term queries, and the terms disambiguate each other. However, a more systematic solution can be offered since we have access to semantic expansion capabilities (in a single language). That is, expanding the query in the source language will result in more query terms which, when translated, are more likely to disambiguate the context. We leave such an extension for future work.
Snippet translation When Hebrew documents are retrieved, we augment the (Hebrew) snippet which the system produces by an English translation. We use an extended, improved version of a rudimentary Hebrew to English MT system developed by Lavie et al. (2004) . Extensions include an improved morphological analysis of the input, an extended bilingual dictionary and a revised set of transfer rules, as well as a more modern transfer engine and a much larger language model for generating the target (English) sentences.
The MT system is transfer based: it performs linguistic pre-processing of the source language (in our case, morphological analysis) and post-processing of the target (generation of English word forms), and uses a small set of transfer rules to translate local structures from the source to the target and create translation hypotheses, which are stored in a lattice. A statistical language model is used to decode the lattice and select the best hypotheses.
The benefit of this architecture is that domain specific adaptation of the system is relatively easy, and does not require a domain specific parallel corpus (which we do not have). The system has access to our domain-specific lexicon and bilingual dictionary, and we even refined some transfer rules due to peculiarities of the domain. One advantage of the transfer-based approach is that it enables us to treat out-of-lexicon items in a unique way. We consider such items proper names, and transfer rules process them as such. As an example, Figure 2 depicts the translation of a Hebrew snippet meaning A jar from the early bronze period with seashells from the Nile. The word nilws 'Nile' is missing from the lexicon, but this does not prevent the system from producing a legible translation, using the transliterated form where an English equivalent is unavailable. Table 2 : Analysis of the number of relevant documents out of the top 10 and the total number of retrieved documents (up to 100) for a sample of queries.
titative evaluation of the approach. A preliminary analysis of a sample of queries is presented in Table 2. It illustrates the potential of expansion for document collections of narrow domain. In what follows we provide some qualitative impressions.
We observed that the system was able to learn many expansion rules that cannot be induced from manually constructed lexical resources, such as thesauri or WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) . This is especially true for rules that are specific for a narrow domain, e.g. 'X restore Y → X preserve Y '. Furthermore, the system learned lexical syntactic rules that cannot be expressed by a mere lexical substitution, but include also a syntactic transformation. For example, 'date X to Y ↔ X go back to Y '.
In addition, since rules are acquired by searching the Web, they are not necessarily restricted to learning from the target domain, but can be learned from similar terminology in other domains. For example, the rule 'X discover Y ↔ X find Y ' was learned from contexts such as {X='astronomers' ;Y ='new planets' } and {X='zoologists' ;Y ='new species' }.
The quality of the rules that were automatically acquired is mediocre. We found that although many rules were useful for expansion, they had to be manually filtered in order to retain only rules that achieved high precision.
Finally, we note that applying semantic query expansion (using entailment rules), followed by English to Hebrew query translation, results in query expansion for Hebrew using techniques that were so far applicable only to resource-rich languages, such as English.
